
town area and along State and Union Streets across the Mathews Area C - 15 city blocks between Duval and Forsyth from Main
Bridge to Arlington and other outlying developments all the way east to Washington. This is the area of the CBD
to the beaches. which presumably would be most affected by the two

pairs of one-way approaches to the proposed Com-
Fortunately, the relationships of the proposed Commodore Point modore Point Bridge. These approaches would main-
Bridge connections and the connections to the Mathews Bridge with tain the present direction of one-way traffic on Duval,
the east-west streets leading to each, provide a unique analogy for Monroe, Adams, and Forsyth.
impact analysis. The conditions which exist today along Duval,
Adams, Monroe and Forsyth Streets are remarkably similar to Area D-11 city blocks north of C between Duval and Ashley
those along State and Union Streets back in 1955. In each case the i b A

S1from Main east to Washington. (D-l)
streets were used primarily to serve adjoining land and relatively AND
minor areas prior to construction of the bridges. Upon completion 5 cy b s o C b F a

5 city blocks south of C between Forsyth and Bay
of the Mathews Bridge in 1955 State and Union Streets, which Washington. (D-2). These arefrom Main east to Washington. (D-2). These are
served the bridge, became high volume one-way streets just as the two areas adjacent to and directly north and
Duval, Adams, Monroe and Forsyth will in serving the Commodore.Du , Aams, south of the four through streets leading to the pro-
Point Bridge. The history of what has happened to tax assessment posed Commodore Point Bridge.

posed Commodore Point Bridge.values and sale prices on land between, and adjacent to, State and
Union Streets was considered to provide an excellent indication of
the economic impact that the new bridge and its connections would Area E -5 city blocks north of D-1 and south of B-2 between
produce on the area traversed by the proposed improved one-way Ashley and Beaver from Main east to Washington.
streets. This is the area lying between the two major systems

leading into the CBD from the east. As such it repre-
For these reasons the assessed valuation of CBD property in 1952 sents the part of the downtown area east of Main
and in 1962, the present available curb and off-street parking facil- least affected by either the State and Union arteries
ities, the type of building construction, and the nature of utilization or the proposed approaches to the Commodore Point
as of August, 1962, all have been analyzed with the CBD divided Bridge.
into the following analysis areas as shown in Figure 7:

CBD East of Main Street CBD West of Main Street

Area A- 4 city blocks between State and Union from Main
east to Liberty. This is the CBD area most directly Area F -15 city blocks between Orange and Ashley from Main
affected by the one-way through approaches leading west to Pearl. This is the CBD area west of Main
to and from the Mathews Bridge. most directly affected by arterial streets such as State

and Union, and U. S. 90 west on Beaver.
Area B -4 city blocks north of A between State and Orange

from Main east to Liberty. (B-l)
AND Area G- 24 city blocks between Ashley and Bay from Main
4 city blocks south of A between Union and Beaver west to Pearl. This is the area of the CBD west of
from Main east to Liberty. (B-2) These are the two Main which is the core area of Jacksonville's CBD
areas of the CBD adjacent to and directly north and and which is not traversed by direct through ap-
south of the State and Union through traffic. proaches to the Expressway System.
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